
KLEAR-VUE CARDBOARD
FLOW DENTAL

Klear-Vue Cardboard
Mounts are made
from three layers of
cardboard that form
a recessed pocket
with a lip to hold film
firmly in place. 
Klear-Vue Mounts provide space to record patient
data, and can be custom-imprinted with doctor
information. The larger styles are scored for 
easy folding.

100/Box
9522668   1H #2 [25203]
9522672   2H Bitewing [25206]
9522674   4H #2 [25209]
9522676   6H [25215]
9522687   14-6V #2 [25225]
9522689   16-6V #2 [25226]
9522691   18-6V #2 [25228]

EZ-VIEW FASTEAR
DENTSPLY RINN

With EZ-View FasTear you can
pull out the desired number of
pockets and tear into your
desired configuration. They are
flexible, clear vinyl pocket style windows.

1000/Roll
8853510   500 Pairs of Two [20-0500]

X-Ray X-Ray Mounts

100% price transparency • visit darby.com or download our app to access your current pricing and start saving today!766

UNIVERSAL X-RAY MOUNTS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Universal X-Ray Mounts are clear film
mounts made from non-glare plastic. They offer a
top opening for easy insertion and will accept both
horizontal and vertical x-rays. The flexible plastic
construction can hold a variety of film sizes and
the easily detachable windows can be used in
almost any configuration. The unique tabs have
space for writing in either pen or pencil and can
be erased for reuse. Darby Universal X-Ray Mounts
are sold in 1, 2 & 3 window configurations in boxes
of 1000 easy to tear off mounts.

1000/Box
9522783   1-Window
9522800  2-Window
9522801   3-Window

EZ-VIEW UNIVERSAL 
CUT-APART
DENTSPLY RINN

EZ-View Universal Cut-Apart
Mount allow you to pull out
the desired number of pockets and cut into your
desired configuration. The clear vinyl pockets hold
Size #0, #1 and #2 films vertically or horizontally.

1000 Windows/Box
8853505   [20-0102]

TROLLMOUNTS
MICROCOPY DENTAL 

The Trollmount 
deluxe system 
offers both 
secure mounting 
and double-sided 
protection to X-rays in a neat, ultra-thin design.
Great for duplicating, and takes up less filing
space. Easy film insertion into framed pockets with
maximum viewing area. 

Periapical & Bite Wing, 100/Pkg.
9903422  [TR16BW]

CLEAR PLASTIC FILM
MOUNTS
TPC ADVANCE TECH 

These Clear Pocket
Plastic Film Mounts
have easy opening die
cuts that hold the flm
secure, while its thin
profle requires minimum fling space. They are
translucent for easy viewing. 

Universal Select and Cut Film Mounts
9547540  2 x 500 Strips [CP102U]

100/Pkg.
9547538   18 Window H/V [CP12H6V]
9547542   10 Window H/V [CP10C]
9547544  2 Window Horizontal [CP2H]
9547546  4 Window Convert [CP4C]
9547548   6 Window H/V [CP4H2V]
9547550   8 Window Convert [CP8C]
9547554   8 Window Pedo [CP8P]

9547556   Name Tags [CPTAG]

Want equipment now?
Shop darby.com
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